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Interaction of Dynamic Magnetic Fields with
Magnetic Particles Immobilized at Lysosomes
M. Koch, J. Wiest

Abstract—In this study superparamagnetic iron oxide particles
(Spions) were employed. The Spions were loaded with antibodies
for the lysosomal membrane and moved by a dynamic magnet
field above an adherent cell layer. A virus trying to invade a cell
is emulated by the particle’s rolling motion above the cell’s
surface. An invasion of the beads into the cells was finally
accomplished endocytotically (First step). Then, inside the cells,
close to the lysosomal membrane, the Spions were immobilized
due to a covalent antigen/antibody binding. A following wiggle
action (Second step) could permeabilize the lysosomal membrane,
setting free aggressive enzymes inside the cytosol, which
provoked apoptosis.
Index Terms—Apoptosis, Dynamic magnetic field, Lysosomes

I. INTRODUCTION
A) INTRODUCTION TO THE MAXWELL EQUATIONS
J. C. Maxwell (Fig.1) wrote in 1855 his famous set of
equations in order to establish a mathematical description of
Faraday’s ideas about electro-magnetism [1]).

Fig. 1. James Clerk Maxwell (1831-1879), (Source:
Wikipedia).

density, D: Electric flux density, t: Time, E: Electric field, B:
Magnetic flux density, ρ : Charge density).

Fig. 2. The Maxwell equations printed in the Danish
newspaper Politiken on Apr, 1st 1992.
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Maxwell’s equations are the basis for the description of all
electric events [3]. The first of them (1) connects magnetic
with electric values. Though the current density equals always
zero in between the plates of the capacitor (Fig.3), it is
possible to have a current flowing in the connecting wires, e.g.
an AC current.

Regarding these equations Heinrich Hertz said “… they
have their own existence and intelligence and they are smarter
than we are. We can get more out of them than originally was
placed into them …” [2]. In Fig. 2 our preferred order of the
equations is shown, stating the most important Maxwell
equation printed as the first one (with H: Magnetic field, J:
Current
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Fig. 3. The current i, which is flowing across the striped area



A generates a magnetic H -field along the border line of A .
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Though no galvanic current is passing the integration area
in Fig. 4, Maxwell has introduced - in order to make (1)
mathematically correct - a so called “Displacement current”

D . This displacement current density is more or less an
t

alternating electric field. Herewith Maxwell predicted already
in 1856 the prospective existence of oscillators. These devices
were invented by Heinrich Hertz roughly 50 years later.
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This is a very important aspect for application in physiological
solutions (water including ions): By having a purely
“magnetic” field and by evading the electrical material
constants  0 r , heating effects can be avoided. In contrary
with high frequencies, alternating in the range of MHz, GHz
or even THz the original equation (1) is valid in order to
describe the field completely. Herewith the electric material
constants show up again (and the heating effects) and the field
comes to be “electromagnetic”.
C) EXPERIMENTAL EXAMPLE

Fig. 4. No galvanic current passes the striped and bended
integration area, but a force field may exist due to i. In order to
fulfill (1), Maxwell introduced the displacement current.

An experiment indicating a magnetic force, which is holding a
washer made from soft iron (magnetite disc) below a magnetic
field return stack is described (see [4] for video). In figure 5
the various steps from “rest position” via “jumping of the
magnetite disc” and “hovering of the magnetite disc” to
“rotation of the magnetite disc” are pictured.

B) MAGNETIC VERSUS ELECTRO-MAGNETIC
If the Maxwell equations are able to describe all electric
events, they should also be able to explain the difference
between electro-magnetism and magnetism.
Equation (1) connects magnetic (H) and electric (J,D) values.
Fig. 5. Effects on the copper disc (left) and the magnetite disc


̂
D = E sin t

̂
D
= E cos t
t

(5)
(6)

(right) due to the application of a magnetic field. a) Rest
position; b) Only the magnetite disc moves and jumps around
in random manner; c) The random behavior stops and the

With (5) respectively (6) and with setting up boundary
ˆ
conditions as f = 10 Hz ,  r = 10 , E = 106 V / m and t = 0

magnetite disc hovers below a return path of the magnetic
field; d) The magnetite disc rotates, which indicates hysteresis



effects [3].

it is possible to calculate D = 5 10−9 A (with ɛ:
2
t

mm

Permittivity, ω: Angular velocity, f: Frequency). The maximal
available current density in a copper wire of approximately
A suggests to produce a low frequent magnetic
J = 2.5
mm 2

A magnetic holding force arresting the magnetite disc, must be





force field H due to a galvanic current J and not by means of

a displacement current D . Having a factor of approximately
t

1.000.000.000 between current density and displacement
current, the first Maxwell equation (equ.1) is reduced for
practical applications in this very low frequency range to:


 H = J



(7)

Fig. 6. This image shows, that the magnetic field B ,
established by the field generator (yellow area), is
concentrated on top of the washer. This top area is saturized
(arrow) meaning, that all the field lines are in parallel and all
the spins


m in the washer are in line with this field.
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– a priori - derived out of the gradient-force. See equations (8)
to (13) and figure 6.
In the important top area of the washer (The main area of
interest here), where the device is touching the field return


path, a force with a magnetic character Fg is formed. Fg is
strong enough to urge the washer with a pressure of  y in y
direction against the field return path.


Fg = (m)  B

(8)
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In equation (13) the focus is on one magnetic pole, in other
words: On one end of a dipole.

Fg

()H y 

= (+) y  e y =  0  ()m y 
ey =
A
xyz
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The following boundary conditions are used for the
calculation:
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m
=
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BohrMagneton  B = 9.27  10 −24 Am 2

A) Material, Procedures and Particles
The magnetite disc used in the previous experiment was made
out of soft iron, and macroscopically structured in “Weiss
domains”[5] with movable “Bloch walls”[6]. Only one
elementary cell of the crystalline disc structure (contact point
washer/field-return-way) - like postulated in the numerical
2+

is defined, in equation (12).

xyz
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II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
(10)


Fg

The values for one elementary cell [6] are:

The conclusion of the experiment is that the magnetite disc
(weight 2.3 g) is forced against the field return way with a
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The pressure
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evaluation of the above experiment, with 8 active Fe
ions
- would be enough to hold the washer in a hovering position
beneath the field return way. The washer experiment was also
conducted in order to take notice of rotational micro effects in



a macroscopic way. The dynamic force field H jammed into
the crystalline structures of the washer is provoking
macroscopic reaction. Said more specific: The spins of the
unpaired spion-electrons are synchronized with the dynamic
magnetic field from the outside and the field energy is
converted into a kinetic turning motion of the magnetite disc.
The field-powered rotating magnetite disc gave birth to the
idea of applying dynamic fields onto biological- and materialnanostructures. The area of nanomaterial applications is large
and their solicitation in cell biology is enormous and it might
be possible to influence the cell fate non-invasively via fieldparticle interaction.
At first it is important to be non-invasive, which makes the
research more correlated to the in vivo cell biology. Secondly,
predictable therapeutic applications are desirable. The third
aspect is to generate a reliable computer model of field - and
particle-interaction, which demands a relatively simple
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crystalline structure of the particle while the field structures
are defined by the device.
In 2002 Prof. Braeuchle from LMU/Munich observed a virus
– dyed with fluorescence molecules - entering a living cell [710]. The virus moved above the cell surface, until the correct
receptor was met, which initiated an endocytotical virus
transfer into the interior of the cell. Our idea was to transfer
magnetic particles likewise into living human cells. The
optimal size of the particles ((20nm – 100nm) and their
structure (superparamagnetic) was investigated. The kind of
field, which should be applied (slowly moving (dynamic
magnetic, avoiding heat development)), was determined.
B) Magnetized structures
Very small iron oxide particles (low nano-meter width),
contain only elementary cells (no “Bloch walls”) and they
show no residual magnetism after the external field vanishes.
These particles are called “Spions” (superparamagneticironoxide-nanoparticles).
The field device generates a dynamic force field, which is
converted inside the particle into a magnetic flux field B ,
which operates on a “Spion” particle with a magnetic moment

Fig. 8. The field generator produces a dynamic field, which
moves every single magnetic particle above the cells.
As detailed in Fig. 9 the above field device moves and turns
every single “Spion” individually.



M and a moment of inertia I. The field generates a torque 






equal to  =   B (Fig.7).

Fig.9. A taylormade field device produces a spinning motion for every
single particle.

C) Cell invasion and immobilization inside the
lysosomes

Fig. 7. Device produced flux density B, which is seen by the
“Spion” particle as a circulating field event. This circulating
vector field provides a changing torque on the particle
proportional to (m, B).
The magnetic spin vectors of a Spion are spinning in the GHz
range at room temperature. However, the spins can be
synchronized with the incoming dynamic magnetic field of
marginal field strength. Herewith our incoming magnetic field,
produced by a dynamic field generator (Fig.8), enables to roll
the nano-particles above the cell surface until a proper
receptor is met.

If the rolling particle is hitting a proper receptor [7-10], it is
endocytoticly transferred into the cell interior ending inside
the lysosomes in order to be digested. However, before the
rolling on the surface was started, antibodies were covalently
attached to the particle, which are able to bind to
transmembrane proteins on the inside of the cell organelle.
The Spion particles became immobilized in such a way, that
they were not able to roll any longer, but they can wiggle the
lysosome membrane, hereby permeabilizing it as pictured in
figure 10 and figure 11.
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Fig.10. Artistic impression of how the Dynamic Magnetic
Field (DMF) initiates particle internalization into the lysosome
(Source: [15]).

cytosol. Therefore the lysosomal membrane contains highly
glycosylated proteins, whose complex intraluminal
carbohydrate side chains form a coat on the inner surface of
the membrane [11]. These glycoproteins may serve as a
barrier towards the cytosol. Changes inside the membrane
structure can result in a lysosomal destabilization. It has been
proposed [12-14] that lysosomal proteases, in particular
cathepsin B, can amplify their own liberation. Small amounts
of released cathepsin B trigger the lysosomal membrane to
permeabilize and herewith apoptosis of the cell. Fig.12a,b,c,
are documenting these events [15].
Fig.12a “End of the first phase: INVASION”: The antibody
carrying particles (Fluorescents-Dye: Red) had come into the
cells. Cell-lysosomes (dyed with Lysotracker-Green) are
containing the particles (red), which can be seen in a
colocation (yellow) on the right side of the first picture.
Fig.12b “End of the second phase: Permeabilization of
Lysosome-Membrane”: After the invasion a dynamic
magnetic force field generated from the device outside of the
dish, grips the immobilized particles and generates magnetic
torques, which destabilizes the lysosomal membrane
facilitating lysosomal enzymes to be spread out into the
cytosol. Consequently the green dyes vanish and in parallel
the colocation color yellow.

Fig.12a “End of the first phase: INVASION”
Fig.11: A y-formed antibody (to LAMP1), which is connected
to the dextran layer on the “Spion-sphere”, binds on an
antigen. The antigen is integrated in the membrane of the
lysosome. The spins of the “Spions” directed
before into the x
axis, align their magnetic moment M with the incoming (y
axis) device generated dynamic magnetic field density B .

Hereby a torque  is created, which is turning the “Spionsphere” (bended arrow line).

IV. RESULTS
Lysosomes are acidic organelles in eukaryotic cells. Their
main task is to digest macromolecules and they may be
regarded as the “cell’s stomach”.
The lysosomal membrane must prevent accidental release of
the acidic lysosomal lumen or lysosomal enzymes into the
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Fig.12b “End of the second phase: Permeabilization of
Lysosome-Membrane”
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Fig.12c “Third phase: Apoptosis”
Fig.12c “Third phase: Apoptosis”: The cells are dying a
regulated cell death. On the last slide no tracker-dye and no
yellow colocation are visible.
Cancer cells inside a tumor might be able to eliminate
(pumping out of the cytosol) roving enzymes fast enough, so
that these cells avert apoptosis. However the former lysosome
(pH 5) enzymes might attack neighbor cells inside the tumor
tissue (pH 5), when reactivated inside the acidic surrounding
[15].
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V. DISCUSSION
We state that low frequent force fields have magnetic
character. They do not possess material constants, which
avoids heating. Their magnetic forces/torques make “Spion”
particles roll above the cell surface. Hereby the particles,
bearing covalently attached antibodies, reach the lysosomes
and permeabilize them, due to magnetic wiggling of the
lysosome membrane. Magnetically provoked lysosomal
membrane penetration starts a regulated cell death procedure,
without any heat generation.
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